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ENGAGEMENT REPORT
Executive Summary
Renewal SA conducted two Community Drop-in Sessions in August 2016. The key target audiences
were:
• Housing SA tenants living within the Felixstow Renewal Project Area, and
• private residents and landowners within the engagement area (refer map Appendix).
The purpose of the Drop-in Sessions was to provide an opportunity for:
• Housing SA tenants to obtain information about the rationale, timeframes and process of
relocation and to engage tenants in defining their housing needs and location preferences, and
• local residents and landowners to obtain information and provide feedback on the proposed
ideas presented for the renewal of the area.
Engagement with local residents focused on an extended engagement area of 1350 properties,
including the project area (see Felixstow Map under Background) bordered by Langman Grove, Briar
Rd, Fraser, Redden, Shirley, Reid and Thrower Avenues, Felixstow.
Some 75 people attended the Drop-in Sessions on Wednesday 17 and Saturday 27 August.
Participants viewed the project ideas for Felixstow on display, asked questions of Renewal SA staff
and shared their preferences and views on ideas posed using coloured flags and post-it notes.
Of the 75 attending the 2 Drop-in Sessions 19 households identified themselves as residents living
within the project area and 37 households identified themselves as living within the engagement area.
All project ideas on display at the Drop-in Sessions were also available online for the public to view
and provide comment. The survey was open to the public for one month and 14 responses were
received. Of the 12 responses for survey question 6: Interest in Felixstow, 6 respondents identified as
living within the project area, while 8 respondents identified as living outside the project area.
Housing SA tenants affected by the renewal were particularly keen to see examples of the types of
housing (including new builds) available or detailed floor plans and were frustrated to find that this level
of detail was not available at this early stage. Traffic management was a key concern raised by private
property owners in the broader engagement area, while most residents in the engagement area were
generally supportive of the ideas proposed and renewal for the area.
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Background
The Project

The Felixstow Neighbourhood Renewal Project is part of the Renewing Our Streets and Suburbs
(ROSAS) initiative. It will replace ageing South Australian Housing Trust homes with new homes,
create better quality social housing, increase housing choice and affordability and create jobs.
Renewal under the ROSAS initiative will range from renovations to complete redevelopments and will:
• improve the quality of public housing;
• focus housing growth in existing suburbs, close to transport, and other services and facilities;
• improve access to affordable housing through purchase and rental;
• improve the aesthetics and amenity of streets and open spaces; and
• create jobs for a range of companies in the building and construction industries and supporting
services.
The Felixstow Neighbourhood Renewal area consists of a 9.3 hectare site, situated 6 kilometres from
the city bordered by Langman Grove, Briar Rd, Fraser, Redden, Shirley, Reid and Thrower Avenues.
The project will involve a staged redevelopment or refurbishment of 86 Housing Trust properties and
increase the total number of homes in the area from 100 to around 190-200 of which 60 to 70 will be
Housing Trust homes. The remaining homes will be sold privately.
The project will:
• create a vibrant mixed and balanced community by reducing the public housing concentration;
• partner with Council to upgrade and improve the public realm and infrastructure;
• provide a range of housing types to meet varied lifestyle needs and budgets primarily
comprising 1-2 storey homes; and
• deliver new social housing and innovative small lot housing to achieve a range of housing styles
for different lifestyle needs including affordable housing choices.
Felixstow Map showing Project and Engagement Area

.
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Engagement Objectives
The main objectives of the engagement process were to:
• bring the voices of impacted tenants into the relocation decision-making process; and to
• ensure that the local community and other key stakeholders were aware of the project, provided
with a range of opportunities to participate in the planning process and to influence project
outcomes.
Supporting engagement objectives were to:
• ensure that impacted tenants are the first to be notified;
• ensure non-impacted tenants and neighbouring residents and landowners are notified;
• ensure consistency and clarity of messaging;
• anticipate and alleviate community concerns;
• provide clear avenues for feedback on and discussion of issues; and
• build relationships and trust with Council Staff, Elected Members, local residents, property
owners and other stakeholders.

Methodology
The key engagement and communication methods for promoting and informing the community of the
Felixstow Neighbourhood Renewal Project were:
• correspondence – letters to Housing SA tenants with Tenant Relocation Fact Sheet mid 2016;
• brochure providing project information and promoting upcoming community engagement
opportunities letter-box dropped to Housing SA tenants and private owner/occupiers within the
project engagement area (1350 properties);
• project brochures distributed to Payneham Library and Payneham Community Centre;
• briefings to Federal and State Members of Parliament;
• letters and briefings to Norwood, Payneham and St Peters Council and Housing SA;
• project information included on Renewal SA's website;
• two Community Drop-in Sessions held in the Payneham Room, Payneham Library – 2
Turner St, Felixstow on:
Wednesday 17 August 2016 3-7pm; and
Saturday 27 August 2016 10am-1pm.; and

• an on-line community survey.
Display panels of the draft plan for renewal of the project area along with ideas for group housing,
housing density and design, streetscape and road treatment were on view at the Drop-in Sessions for
the community to provide comment and feedback.
Housing SA tenants attending the Drop-in Sessions were able to meet one-on-one with Renewal SA’s
Tenant Relocation and Transition Unit (TRTU) team members to discuss relocation, potential
timeframes and processes and to input their housing requirements and location preferences.
Residents and Housing SA tenants were able to speak with the Felixstow Neighbourhood Renewal
Project Team to discuss and provide feedback on the renewal plans proposed for the area.
Participants could indicate their preferences in regard to the proposed ideas on display with coloured
flags (green = I like the idea, red = I dislike the idea and yellow = I am undecided/neutral) and provide
further comment with post-it notes.
The online survey mirroring the display panels and content was available to complete from August 17
until 14 September for those preferring an electronic engagement opportunity/format or unable to
attend the Drop-in Sessions.
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Purpose of the Report
The purpose of this report is to summarise community feedback on the proposed project ideas.

Key Engagement Findings
Some 75 community members attended the Drop-in Sessions and 14 responses were submitted via
the on-line survey. The summary covers the general interest in the proposed renewal plans for
Felixstow and responses to each proposed idea on display at both Drop-in Sessions and from the
online survey.
Group Housing Idea
Housing clustered closely with a shared private laneway.
Participants were asked to indicate their views on the proposed Group Housing idea.
Participants attending the Drop-in Sessions indicated their preference for the Group Housing Idea with
the coloured flags and post-it notes comments (19) as follows (see appendices for all comments
received):

I like this idea

I do not like this idea

I am undecided/neutral

6

6

4

The majority of the post-it note comments focussed more on the housing design images presented
rather than the group housing idea itself and the potential problems of living at such close proximity
without adequate yard or car parking space. Others were more positive and enthusiastic about the
potential for the area.
Online responses/comments as follows:

I like this idea

I do not like this idea

I am undecided/neutral

7

5

1

Fifty-two percent of the online responses were supportive of the group housing idea proposed and
could see the positives for the area, whilst those not in favour expressed concern regarding the
increased density for the area, lack of adequate yard and the potential social issues.

Housing Design and Density Ideas
Providing a range of housing types to meet varied lifestyle needs and budgets.
Participants were asked to indicate their views on the proposed Housing Design and Density ideas.
Participants attending the Drop-in Sessions indicated their preference for the idea with the coloured
flags and post-it notes comments (33) as follows:

I like this idea

I do not like this idea

I am undecided/neutral

12

7

6

A number of the comments received were not in favour of the 3-storey box type ‘apartment’ design
commenting that there was a need to ensure sufficient space (either private or public) between
residences so people do not feel like they are ‘living on top of each other’. Others expressed that they
liked the variety of designs proposed, providing affordable options and the ‘modern’ look and built in
environmentally friendly features ie heating, cooling and sound insulation.
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Online responses/comments as follows:

I like this idea

I do not like this idea

I am undecided/neutral

9

3

1

Sixty-nine percent of the online responses were supportive of the Housing design and density ideas
proposed, whilst the remaining comments referred to the housing looking similar to other areas with
potential property value decrease and traffic management concerns.

Streetscape and Road Treatment Ideas
Provide tree planting, installing footpaths, road treatment and lighting to create a safe and
attractive environment in the new roadways.
Participants were asked to indicate their views on the proposed Streetscape and Road Treatment
ideas.
Participants attending the Drop-in Sessions indicated their preference for the idea with the coloured
flags and post-it notes comments (22) as follows:

I like this idea

I do not like this idea

I am undecided/neutral

11

4

1

A number of the comments received were in favour of trees and plantings for the area, traffic
management also featured as a concern as well as ‘accessible’ footpaths (for wheelchair/aged).
Online responses/comments as follows:

I like this idea

I do not like this idea

I am undecided/neutral

12

1

0

More than 92% of the online responses were supportive of the streetscape and road treatment ideas
proposed for the area, however traffic management concerns were again mentioned along with
adequate pedestrian lighting.

Any other ideas or comments?
Fifty-six additional Post-it comments were received at the Drop-in Sessions, with 4 expressing support
for the proposed changes for the area. However, most of the additional comments received were
about the existing and future traffic management issues in the area specifically the intersection of O.G.
and Turner Street (project team feedback indicated this intersection was raised as a pressure point
from a safety and delay perspective), followed by a perceived need for private and community space
(open, green, play, shared space and parks), along with energy efficient and sustainable building
designs (quoting Lochiel Park, Christie Walk as examples).
Four post-it comments were received from participants expressing their appreciation for the opportunity
to discuss the proposed ideas for the project area, with a number expressing this verbally when leaving
the session.
Twelve online responses were received with 8 responses expressed concern regarding the current
local traffic management issues and implications with the proposed increase in housing numbers for
the area. Others were keen for details on timelines, allotment sizes and building design.
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In summary, feedback received from the community at the engagement opportunities was:
• Generally supportive of the ideas proposed and renewal for the area;
• Not in favour of high density/3-storey box design (sterile, prison cell, slums, ghetto, losing the
heritage of the area, etc);
• Preference for a variety of designs with private yards and adequate car parking;
• That the community is highly concerned about traffic issues in the area (current and future);
• A desire for energy efficient designed housing (including passive solar design, thermal mass
capture; and
• That community gardens and open space is needed.

Conclusion
Key outcomes from the engagement are:
• HSA tenant’s (impacted and non-impacted) were notified of the project. Sixty-two impacted
tenants received a telephone call to check on their wellbeing and to invite questions. Home
visits were conducted with older and vulnerable tenants. Fifteen tenants attended the
community Drop-in Sessions. Relocating tenants identified their housing needs and location
preferences. Most impacted tenants expressed a desire to remain in the area or close by.
• The local community was notified of the project, provided feedback and raised issues or
concerns regarding the project proposal at the Drop-in Sessions and via the online survey.
• Community feedback indicated general support for the proposed renewal with a number of
concerns being:
o objection to 3-storey density and ‘box’ design proposed;
o concern expressed for current and future traffic management issues for the area;
o desire for community and open space to ‘balance’ the density proposed; and,
o for energy efficient designed housing (including passive solar design, thermal mass
capture etc).
Renewal SA has noted the outcomes and feedback received from the engagement.
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Next Steps
The next steps for the Felixstow Neighbourhood Renewal Project include:
•

ongoing engagement with impacted tenants to effect successful relocations; and

•

ongoing community and stakeholder project communications and consultation (when the
community is able to influence outcomes). Community feedback will help to inform the ongoing
plans for the long term transformation of the project area.

To collaborate with Council on:
• the master plan for the project and introducing innovative and small lot housing concepts into
the subdivision plan;
• infrastructure upgrades and stormwater management solutions; and
• streetscape upgrades.
To collaborate with the State Co-ordinator General for approval of the land division and built form
Development Applications.
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Appendices
Project Invitation Brochure
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Engagement Panels
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Participant feedback

GROUP HOUSING IDEA
POST-IT NOTE COMMENTS SESSION 1
1. Favour. Will lift whole area and provide opportunity for affordable
2. In doing group housing capturing the north sun is important to capture thermal
mass.
3. Ensure that mature trees are maintained and aren’t chopped down just to give
access to builders.
4. I’d like eaves on houses. Passive solar design
5. Picture on left is epitome of UGLY
6. Need eaves. Look like cells. Connection to outside (refers to TOP right
illustration)
7. The building (illustration for right) is very ugly
8. Find these concept designs ugly and am concerned this will devalue the
suburb in the long run. Frontage is too narrow and has no character – sterile.
9. Is there sufficient allowance for off street parking?
10. Please prioritise trees and landscaping.
11. Is this a prison cell?? No 2 picture.
12. More boxes! What about more usual individual housing with individual fencing
and front gardens – don’t like

POST-IT NOTE COMMENTS SESSION 2
1. Brilliant idea. Majority of housing away from traffic. Urban density in creative way
freeing up space for open, shared space and more community.
2. Need to free up restrictions on overlooking so 2nd storey has views – people
always have option of blinds/curtains for privacy.
3. Ensure window protection from sun for north and west facing. We need to also
reduce cooling costs.
4. A private yard is very important – to be able to also to meet with friends.
5. I am concerned about the number of 2 storey houses and increase in density of
houses in the area.
6. Living in 2 storey block of Housing SA flats – some issues with ‘sharing’ some
facilities.
7. Shared walls with Housing SA tenants could be problematic if ‘party walls’ aren’t
sound proof.
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GROUP HOUSING IDEA ONLINE RESPONSES

Respondent
number
Yes, I like this idea

1
2 Yes, I like this idea
3 creating communities living in clusters so you meet more neighbours

No, I do not like this idea
Shared private laneways enable too
high a density and should be kept to a
minimum. The corner of felistow set
to be renewed is bounded by Briar
road and there is only ONE exit onto
OG road at peak hour.

I am
undecided/ne
utral

It will be good to see the old and dilapidated houses replaced and also
to make better use of the available land. The current maisonettes are
on very large blocks of land which can provide better accommodtion
4 options.
5
Undecided
6 Saves space. Good efficiency in use.
7
No
8 More houses for less street frontage
9 Providing improvements in traffic flow is improved in the area.
10 More attractive housing options
I do not like this idea as it creates
crowding and very small blocks. I think
its a shame that all the large blocks
that currently exist in Felixstow are
being divided into very small blocks
with little to no garden. I also feel
concerned for what this means for the
property value of my home in the
future.
11

12
13

In areas of unemployment and under
employment people have a lot of time
on their hands and not enough to fill
that time. Bullying and harassment so
essily begin to fill the void.
prefer single story allotments
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HOUSING DESIGN AND DENSITY IDEAS
POST-IT NOTE COMMENTS SESSION 1
1. Density OK BUT, should have some more greenery. Communal area in
middle (diagram provided)
2. Give consideration to the size of houses. Don’t try and fit too many in one area
as they then become dog boxes.
3. I like eaves + verandahs + balconies + density. I like street trees. I like each
town house having property people entrance, not just car entrance.
4. Important to build the houses from eco-friendly materials.
5. I like a variety of housing design for the area.
6. Check out Christie Walk – high density eco-housing project in Halifax St. Very
attractive and leafy.
7. Where is the off-street parking?
8. 2 Bedroom place must be big enough to put shed in 8x6m.
9. Bottom left photo. I don’t like all these apartment type houses. There are too
many in too small an area and look like slums of the future.
10. You’re virtually living on top of one another (bottom right photo)
11. (Bottom left townhouse) not happy with boxy buildings. Houses look like flats
to me. This is Port Adelaide housing.
12. Dislike 3 level boxes. Other 2 designs ok. Undecided about new road.
13. I can understand 2-storey housing but not in a long line- they look like a block
of flats (the bottom left 3 storey townhouses). Anything like that will get fist
lenses everyday (lower right photo).
14. Don’t want European housing. Attached or two storey housing.
15. Bottom left design does not belong in suburbs. Top right is much better. Need
some character and reasonable frontage. More single storey housing.
16. I consider the density is too high.
17. Left side building - don’t like - future of Felixstow will be DOWN.
18. Bottom left is not good idea to build in this area.
19. Picture on left is really ugly and looks like tenement. Pic on lower right is
better as long as trees are evergreen.
POST-IT NOTE COMMENTS SESSION 2
1. Not a fan of the 3 storey terrace – looks like a ghetto in the making. would like
heritage type facades to fit into Felixstow ‘look’
2. Is there enough parking here? Average people have 2-3 cars!
3. I don’t like the 3 storey townhouses.
4. We like the ideas on density and the variety of housing options.
5. I love the modern facades and contemporary features
6. I like the ‘modern’ look of the buildings but would hope that these were built in an
environmentally friendly way re:heating and cooling and sound insulation. Might
as well do it right first time around.
7. Excellent idea mixed options for different needs and opportunities for affordable
housing.
8. Allows varied options
9. Looks secure
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10. I prefer the same style and to have people of the same level of education and
standard of living.
11. People from same level and similar background (can be from difference countries)
are more likely to stay in the area.
12. I like the proposed development but I am opposed to what looks like high density
city living apartment style living as shown in the bottom left. Top right is much
better design.
13. I am concerned about the facades of the proposed housing as they do not fit into
the heritage look of some parts of Felixstow.
14. Felixstow is currently a mix of old and new houses. I am concerned that the
proposed designs are too modern and do not fit the style of the suburb. This is an
inner city suburb.

HOUSING DESIGN AND DENSITY IDEAS ONLINE RESPONSES

Number Yes, I like this idea

1
2 Yes, I like this idea
make felixstow more cosmopolitan with levels of housing available to
3 more budgets
4 A variety of housing options provide for a much more interesting area.
5 Definitely in favour of increasing the housing density.
6 Excellent. A broad mix of property types to avoid a 'monotone'.
7 Yes
8 Mix of demographics
Yes providing the "social fabric" is enhanced with social support
9 contingencies.
makes more sense than 1 size fits all- given the number of older tenants
10 in the area

11
12
13

No, I do not like this idea

I am undecided/neutral
Varied housing types are fine. 3 storey attached
dwellings that are 6.5m in width are far too
narrow and as mentioned previously, will
massively increase traffic flow in an area that
does not have good exit onto main roads.

I feel like this makes Felixstow a carbon copy of
places like Mawson Lakes with a glut of
properties that can't be sold or have to be sold
for nowhere near their true value. This poses
huge implications for the financial future of our
current property
For a creative intellect from the country, a
sardine in a tin with the lid shut!
prefer single story
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STREETSCAPE AND ROAD TREATMENT IDEAS
POST-IT NOTE COMMENTS SESSION 1
1. All look like modern boxes. Not sure about new roads.
2. Wheelchair access to footpaths necessary + ambulatory people without
needing wheelchairs need places to sit and rest. It also creates neighbour
hubs.
3. There is not much room at present for native vegetation eg near to the shops
on Briar is lovely because it reminds us that we live in Australia. It would be
nice to think that there is room for trees and a bit of a garden – achieved
through: houses on stilts, a gap, use of a loft. Gaps with native vegetation
among the homes on smaller lots.
4. Wheelchair/age in place access. Lighting.
5. I like space for front gardens and trees. All design needs to be passive solar
with North facing roof slope for solar panels PU + HW.
6. Evergreen trees please, so its not ugly and depressing in winter.
7. Plantings in front of houses should be bushes and trees, not groundcovers – to
partially hide ugly houses.
8. No trees will make it hellishly hot. Trees will also encourage cyclists.
9. There will be a big increase in traffic on Shirley Ave. It is already use as a rat
run. How is this going to be dealt with?
10. Traffic management an issue to the main road.
11. Roof slop wrong for solar access - diagram provided to demonstrate (refers to
top right illustration)
12. I do not like the houses on the left other side good styles.

POST-IT NOTE COMMENTS SESSION 2
1. Upgrading is needed. Landscaping and trees are vital. Road traffic needs to be
seriously considered by everyone.
2. I like the contemporary look and the better use of land.
3. Especially like idea of ‘tree planting’ more ‘green’.
4. Be aware that small to medium tree/shrub planting will enable the small bird
population to survive in the environment.
5. I’d like new planting to include feature trees rather than natives that are too large
and cause issues down the track.
6. I would like to see all native, low water use plants used in gardens and native
street trees.
7. I like the openness. Many people don’t want a big garden but want a more
‘house-like’ option than an apartment.
8. Fencing rather than walls enables communication between neighbours. It is not a
box.
9. Having your own fencing – even round a small space is my preference. Is feels
safe. An open fence is better than a wall.
10. I prefer housing that has more heritage frontage as this reflects parts of Felixstow.
I feel modern facades will look out of place.
STREETSCAPE AND ROAD TREATMENT IDEAS ONLINE RESPONSES
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Number Yes, I like this idea

No, I do not like this idea

I am undecided/neutral

Excellent - please add new route to cross to
Klemzig interchange from Briar Rd/Riverside
Drive intersection, including pedestrian
1 lighting to enable safe route home after dark.
2 Yes, I like this idea
safe and attractive environment create
3 boulevards
Again this makes a safer and more interesting
4 suburb.
5 Yes, I like this.
Wonderful idea. Can we have fruit trees for
edible fruit rather than trees purely for
6 shade? Just a thought.
7 Yes
Will provide better access to Linear trail and
8 River Torrens
9 Anything to improve the area is a good idea.
more consist green areas- some tenants have
10 lawns only & few trees etc

Felixstow currently looks like the poor cousin
of Norwood and St Peters even though we are
in the same council area. It would be nice to
11 see the same level of care given to Felixstow.
12
Backfill without breathing space
13 yes
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ANY OTHER IDEAS - POST-IT NOTE COMMENTS SESSION 1
THIS PANEL PROVIDED PARTICIPANTS WITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO OFFER COMMENTS OR
MENTION AREAS OF CONCERN NOT RAISED DURING THE ENGAGEMENT PROCESS OR
DISPLAY PANELS . A VARIETY OF OTHER THOUGHTS WERE DOCUMENTED WITH CLEAR
THEMES EMERGING . THE TABLE BELOW SUMMARISES THESE THEMES .

COMMENTS SUMMARY
Lochiel
Traffic
Management Park as
an
concerns
example
12
4

Community Design with
garden/open environment in
mind
space

SAHT tenant specific
concerns

6

3

5

1. There needs to be traffic lights with right hand turn onto Payneham at
Hilltop Ave next to Woolworths and Maccas
2. There needs to be better exit from Felixstow & Campbelltown between
Ann St Campbelltown and Turner St Felixstow. Need lights to turn right
toward the city
3. OG Road/Turner intersection – delay & safety concerns – lights are
needed
4. Turner St traffic is a major issue. Already a concern. Slip lane turning
left onto OG Rd, must be significantly extended. Ideally another access
route would be created onto OG Rd.
5. Traffic will increase in the area – how will this be dealt with?
6. Big increase in Turner Rd, Shirley Ave, traffic. How will this be dealt
with?
7. OG Rd/Turner & Shirley/Payneham Rds intersections already a
nightmare – lights needed at both intersections.
8. Something must be done about Turner St/OG Rd intersection – lights
preferably or pedestrian crossing or right hand turn from Briar to
Payneham with lights.
9. Very concerned about increased traffic at the already congested
turner/OG Rd corner.
10. Traffic – Turner/OG - delays
11. Traffic – Turner/OG – Crime in boarded properties and long grass in
vacant properties
12. Sycamore/Langman is a rat run – opening up from Robe across to OG
Rd could relieve pressure. It was in Council’s plan but not - the
proposal was scrapped sometime in the 70’s or 80’s. It was zoned for
roadways.
13. This enclave is down the hill the shops on the Shirley Ave lend
themselves for an office works type business – huge potential clientele.
14. Business in the area would attract more people to walk or cycle rather
than use cars.
15. All project people should look at Lochiel Park
16. Hopefully take inspiration from Lochiel Park Development
17. Lochiel Park development should be used as an inspiration and even
improved upon for this development
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18. Look at Lochiel Park – good sized trees, park/walking area and
community garden.
19. Need a community garden.
20. A community garden for this dense population is needed. Linear park,
Klemzig bus station, library and swimming all great resources for this
area.
21. Langman Grove Park – unmaintained. Open space small parks in
renewal area
22. If you are having so many houses in one area – where is the open
space, park areas, lawn for families? Where is the community feel?
23. Passive solar design, energy efficiency, children/play, wheelchairs,
community gardens and sitting areas.
24. House designs should be far more energy efficient
25. Skillion wrong way
26. Don’t miss the opportunity for good design – PASSIVE!!
27. Make the houses ‘environmentally sustainable’. This is a golden
opportunity to consider the environment.
28. Lighting along Fraser Ave, (lane)
29. Need appropriate infrastructure to support increased density.
30. Worried about long term tenants having to move.
31. New SAHT housing to be spread out and not concentrated.
32. Like the reduction of SAHT homes as having them all concentrated in
one area is not a good idea.
33. Pleased about reduction of SAHT properties – but concerned for long
term residents who keep properties looking good
34. We want to see a floor plan of housing we will be offered.
35. It makes no difference what we say the government will just do what it
wants.
36. Thank you I appreciate having the opportunity.
37. Luke was helpful and very knowledgeable, very reassuring.
38. Peter was very helpful and explained everything very well. Thank you

ANY OTHER IDEAS - POST-IT NOTE COMMENTS SESSION 2
THIS PANEL PROVIDED PARTICIPANTS WITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO OFFER COMMENTS OR
MENTION AREAS OF CONCERN NOT RAISED DURING THE ENGAGEMENT PROCESS OR
DISPLAY PANELS . A VARIETY OF OTHER THOUGHTS WERE DOCUMENTED WITH CLEAR
THEMES EMERGING . THE TABLE BELOW SUMMARISES THEMES FROM SESSION 2.

COMMENTS SUMMARY
Infrastructure Community Design with
Traffic
garden/open environment
Management Concerns
in mind
space
concerns
7
2
1
1
1.
2.
3.
4.

HSA stock
numbers
2

It’s good for the area. We’re happy.
Very ‘helpful’ and informative staff (like in ‘SA Health’)
Great initiative. Fantastic redevelopment for Felixstow.
Truly ‘renewing’ suburbs to achieve urban renewal and consolidation is
predominantly better than urban infill ad-hoc via dividing big blocks into 2.
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5. Solar panels and tanks with all Housing SA homes
6. Reduce the number of public housing to 50
7. If there are 100 Housing SA homes now, there should be at least 100 Housing
SA homes after the redevelopment.
8. Is there any opportunities to reinvigorate the local shops so people don’t have
to always drive to buy something?
9. Infrastructure – how is the sewerage system being upgraded to cope with the
higher number of residents? We have had a few ‘doozies’ of blocked drains at
Shirley/Fraser Ave where thousands of cockroaches have come out with
sewerage.
10. If larger backyards are going, I think that there is a need for several block size
open spaces for children to play.
11. I have concerns Re: traffic problems at OG Rd/Turner St intersection.
Installation of traffic lights is a necessity.
12. Traffic issues have been around for a long time- an issue for council and
government to address not Renewal SA.
13. I am concerned about the increase in traffic in the suburb. Especially, at the
Turner St and OG Rd intersection.
14. Traffic improvement for Turner and OG Rd needed.
15. Very concerned about the extra traffic getting out onto main roads eg OG Rd in
peak hours.
16. Suggest the closure of Shirley Ave, at Langman Grove so that the street is
more resident friendly. Langman Grove and Shirley Ave, are used as through
roads by motorists avoiding Payneham Rd traffic.
17. Hi! Thanks for update. The answers re traffic in particular Turner St
18. It would be good to have someone from the council here. We need to know
that the infrastructure can take it – given that this is not the only development
in the area.
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ANY OTHER IDEAS ONLINE RESPONSES
Number Response Text
The area set to be renewed is long overdue, however the plan for 200 odd homes is too great a density given
current traffic congestion at peak hour. Access to OG Road and Payneham Road is severely limited in the
morning due to congestion (impossible to turn right onto Payneham Road and OG Road is increasingly
congested. There are no plans to address this included in this project. Langman grove/Briar Road/Turner
Street is the ONLY realistic exit onto OG Road. Upgrades to roads/traffic solutions are required to cope with
increase density.
Also, direct pedestrian access to the Klemzig Interchange from across the reserve should be provided.
Adequate car parking/lighting needs to be considered so that the new residents can safely walk/ride across
1 to the Interchange after dark in winter. With increasing density in this area, this is well overdue.
2 Not really.
I am worried by the traﬃc influx this development will create, specifically from
Langman Grove to Briar Road to OG Road
The Turner Street Corner near the library has become very congested.
Traﬃc control measures are needed to streamline the OG Rd/Turner Street corner
3 for safety and ease of flow along OG Road toward Payneham Road
Currently traffic conditions for the area are causing a problem. People use Langman Grove etc to cut off the
Glynde corner causing traffic build ups especially at peak times but often at other times of the day also. I
noticed that a traffic review was done by an independent company however residents who live in the area
and have to use the Turner St exit to access OG Road were not consulted. I can assure you that most
residents already want traffic issues addressed in the area and with another possible 200 residents these
issues will be even worse. There are a few simple options. Widen the left hand lane to OG Rd to make it
easier for motorists turning left, make the area local traffic only except for buses, put traffic lights on the
corner of Turner St and OG Rd., or stop turn right from OG Rd into Turner St. People can turn left down Briar
Rd from Payneham Rd to accommodate their need to access the area instead of turning right into Turner St
from OG Rd. The problem is increasing in magnitude at the moment and often traffic is built up down Briar
4 Dr.
As I said, I'm very much in favour of the project. However, I disagree with the comment that says "An
independent traﬃc assessment concluded that there will be minimal impact on exis ng condi ons ".
Basically, the plan doubles the number of houses in that region. 90% of the extra traffic will likely exit the
region via Briar Rd, Turner St and OG Rd. There is already serious congestion at the intersection of Turner
and OG with peak traffic frequently backed up all the way to Briar Rd. And there is serious congestion at the
Payneham Rd OG Rd intersec on with traﬃc o en sta onary back to Turner St.
At the very minimum, the extra traffic will require reprogramming of the traffic lights at Payneham Rd to
allow more time for traffic to turn from OG Rd. It's probably also likely that traffic lights will be required at
5 the Turner/OG intersection.
Proposed timeline for completion please. My wife and I live in the area (renting) and we love it here. Can't
wait to buy a home (2018-19) and saving for a deposit now. I'm a CRC-LCL PhD student and have visited the
Lochiel Park and Tonsley sites (also how I heard of Renewal SA). Any chance we can see these green and
efficient home types in Felixstow? Of course it will have to be affordable and not necessarily to the specs. at
6 Lochiel Park. We much value affordability/practicality over looks.
Intersection upgrade at OG Road and Turner Street to accommodate the increased vehicle turning
7 movements in all directions.

The primary reason for filling out this survey is that the major concern of "through traffic" will need to be
addressed. Currently the Sycamore Tce/ Langman Drive is a major through-fare for traffic and this flows onto
Briar Road before the turn onto Turner Ave which goes past the Payneham Library. It is at this T intersection
which meets O.G. Road that needs the installation of traffic lights. The current flow is heavy during peak
periods and it is no less busy for flow through traffic than the Fourth Ave T intersection on O. G? Road (next
to the Coles/Shell Service Station) at other times-yet the only "control" is a Give Way sign. This is totally
inadequate/unsafe given the volume of traﬃc, including buses ( as this is designated route).
So this is a plea for the installation of traffic lights at (Turner Ave/O.G. Road) this "black-spot" intersection
8 which has seen many accidents over the years.
As private owners we would have liked to have more information about timetables/tenants being moved
9 out rather than having to find this out from our neighbours!
My husband and I have some major concerns about the amount of Housing SA properties that will be
included. Currently, the Housing SA properties in our area are untidy and unkempt and we often feel
unsafe. We have concerns about what a glut of houses and a pocket of Housing SA properties will mean for
the resale future of our home. If we had wanted to live in a suburb that resembled Lightsview or Mawson
Lakes we would have bought in one of these areas but we bought in Felixstow for the large blocks and the
feeling of space, rather than being crowded with our neighbours living on top of us. We were disappointed
to read of the plans for our area and whilst we certainly look forward to the renewal of our streets and the
10 natural surrounds the remainder of the plans leave us feeling concerned for the future of our suburb
I think Housing SA has to move beyond generic head count in housing allocations, particularly where mental
health issues are concerned.
I would be doing much better in a freestanding dwelling with a garage/workshop overlooking a park or even
a simple nature strip but housing stocks have been stripped so badly, I have no faith in a solution anymore
11 and am actively seeking to leave Adelaide!
With the increase in traﬃc how will this be handled?
12 what are the allotments sizes, how small will they be?
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